
Latin Generation Panel (GP) Meeting 
Notes from the meeting on 30 July 2020 

Meeting Attendees (in alphabetical order) 
 GP members:     

1. Bill Jouris  
2. Dennis Tan 
3. Mats Dufberg 
4. Meikal Mumin 
5. Michael Bouland 
6. Mirjana Tasic  

Staff: 
1. Pitinan Kooarmornpatana 
2. Sarmad Hussain 

Meeting Notes  

The GP discussed the estimated timeline for the next version of the LGR proposal as per 
requested by ICANN staff. It was shared that all GP’s decisions from the weekly calls were 
captured in the proposal. The current set of documents, except the ongoing Appendix E, were 
uploaded to the folder ‘Version 30July2020’ in the working One Drive.  
 
It was shared that ICANN staff could start developing the XML LGR right after the repertoire and 
the variant part are done. Therefore, the XML would be developed in parallel with the time GP 
would finalize the proposal. The XML and the proposal should be ready at the same time to 
conduct the cross-check.   

The GP rechecked if the case of LATIN SMALL LETTER J and LATIN SMALL LETTER I with OGONAK 
was considered. It was confirmed that the analysis has been done and the conclusion was not-
variant. 

The GP decided that 31 October 2021 seems to be a possible timeline for the next version of 
the Latin LGR proposal.  

The Underlining Analysis draft text was discussed. There was no further comment in the main 
text, only the final conclusion was to be finalized. It was agreed that the text will be added to 
Section 6.4.1 and it should include the pointer to Appendix D.6 which provide screenshots of 
underlining cases.  

The GP agreed that the existing beginning paragraph in the Appendix D.6 will be revised to be 
only a short paragraph to introduce the data in this section.  

The GP then started reviewing the Appendix E: Confusable. The heading of the section was 
discussed and it was agreed to be “Visually Confusable Glyphs”.  

The chair thanks all the members for participating in the meeting for the past several months.  

Next meeting: Thursday 6 August 2020 16:00UTC.  



Action Items  
S. No. Action Item Owner 

1 Draft the conclusion of the underlining analysis section and also  include 
the pointer to the data in Appendix D.6 

MD 

2 Revise the leading paragraph of Appendix D.6 as discussed by the GP MD 

 


